INTRODUCTION

Liver is a most important organ of our body which plays a vital role in several body functions from protein production and blood clotting to cholesterol, glucose and iron metabolism [1]. Liver failure is nothing but the inability of the liver to perform its normal and metabolic functions as a part of physiology. Liver injury is also called as Hepatotoxicity.

Two types of liver injury acute and chronic [2]

Acute Liver injury: Acute liver failure is most uncommon in which damage liver function results coagulopathy. Acute liver failure mostly affects youngster and carries a very high mortality [3].

Diagnosis: physical examination, Examination of liver tissue, Imaging tests, Blood tests, measurement of prothrombin time (PT)

Symptoms [4]:

- Weakness and fatigue
- Encephalopathy
- Ascites
- Abdominal swelling
- Nausea
- Vomiting
- A general sense of feeling unwell (malaise)
- Disorientation or confusion
- Sleepiness
- Yellow discoloration of the skin (jaundice)

Chronic liver disease: It is a gradual and regeneration of the liver tissue leading to fibrosis and cirrhosis.

Diagnosis: It was diagnosed by many laboratory tests which include Liver function tests, Liver biopsy, Cholangiography, CT scan, and Ultrasound.

Symptoms:
- Abnormal nerve function
- Ascites (fluid buildup in the abdominal cavity)
- Breast enlargement in men
- Vomiting blood
- Curling of fingers (Dupuytren's contracture of the palms)
- Jaundice (yellowing of the skin and eyes)
- Kidney failure
- Liver encephalopathy
- Muscle loss
- Poor appetite

**Drug induced Liver injury (DILI)**

Drug-induced liver injury (DILI) may be a major reason behind Liver failure, and is also the foremost common reason behind failure of medicine throughout each preclinical or clinical development. Good type of medicine may end up in liver injury, as well as antibiotics, system medicine and non-steroidal medicine. Most commonly drug induced liver injury is classified into predictable and unpredictable. In predictable it is a dose related and occurs with short latency where as unpredictable is with low incidence and may or may not be dose related.

Many of the drugs cause liver injury infrequently. These reactions are considered idiosyncratic. Idiosyncratic reactions are characterized within 5 to 90 days from intake of drug, and sometime causes drug if it is continued once the reaction has stated. In contrast, with some of drugs like such as isoniazid, mild injury may disappear despite continued use. Adverse events caused by medicine are often thought-about to be either certain (high incidence) or unpredictable (low incidence). Some drugs commonly causes certain liver injury, like like paracetamol, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, statins,isoniazids, antimicrobials etc. Sometimes they directly results in liver toxicity of the parent drug or its metabolites. Unpredictable events manifest as bald or symptomatic malady and might occur with intermediate (1–8 weeks) or long (1 year) periods of latency.
Two classes of Drug-induced liver injury are designated: intrinsic and individual. Tylenol (APAP) drug may be a well-studied example of intrinsic hepatotoxicity, which ends up from metabolism of APAP to the electrophilic N-acetylpbenzoquinoneimine which might covalently bind to cellular proteins. Individual DILI is determined in barely a tiny low proportion of treated patients, however overall, accounts for over 100% of all cases of acute liver failure. The manifestation of DILI is kind of heterogeneous, and includes a clinical spectrum from a rise in liver enzymes to acute liver failure. As a result of this, DILI may betroublesome to diagnose, and there's a scarcity of ordinary diagnostic tests and biomarkers. With so many drugs rechallenge can be typically met irrespectively whether the reaction was mild or severe.

Drug-induced liver injury may end up within the termination of compounds in presymptomatic development, similarly as withdrawal of marketed medication. Identification of the sign pathways and proteins concerned in injury is a crucial step towards establishing assays that might be used to spot potential hepatotoxicants early within the drug discovery method. During this study we tend to used high turnout quantitative mass qualitative analysis genetic science involving Stable atom Labeling with Amino acids in Cell culture (SILAC) leveraged by a recently developed systems biology approach (Causal Reasoning Engine, CRE) to analyze the results of toxic compounds on the cellular protein of HepG2 cells. Cells were treated with numerous concentrations of nefazadone, nimesulide, nomifensine, or glafenine, all of that cause hepatotoxicity in humans. Deciding whether or not the disease was caused by a drug needs the exclusion of alternative plausible causes and therefore explores for a clinical drug signature. The drug signature consists of the pattern of liver check abnormality, the length of latency to symptomatic presentation, the presence or absence of immune-mediated hypersensitivity and therefore the response to ending.

The Causative agents for drug induced liver injury in kids and in adults vary, and that they dissent supported the indication that the medications are prescribed. Age could confer a condition which is susceptible to drug induced liver injury during a drug-specific manner. An example, medicine that acts on the central system and antimicrobials are the common causes of drug induced liver injury in kids. Infants and kids seem at risk of liver injury caused by valproate associate degreed are at an increased risk of Reye’s syndrome caused by salicylate.

Some drugs completely or preponderantly induce Cholestasis. Many of those, such assulindac and chlorpromazine, are related to hypersensitivity-type reactions. The precise immunologic targets of those hypersensitivity-type adverse reactions are poorly understood. However, as long as the predominant microscopic anatomy options are portal inflammation and biliary injury, they're possible to be associated with the bile duct. It's potential that deadly metabolites endureing duct excretion reacts with macromolecules within the duct cells or undergo any metabolism at intervals these cells, leading to ductal injury. Drug-induced immune-mediated injury, therefore, is associate adverse immunologic response against the liver and/or epithelial duct that ends up in a sickness with clinical options that are viscus, cholestatic, or a combination, the mechanisms of that aren't clearly understood. Some pathological symptoms are the reactions that are similar to the symptoms of acute hepatitis. The latency period can be short, medium or long.
Few drugs presently in clinical use are related to inevitable dose-related liver toxicity; example is Tylenol. Most instances of drug-induced disease are not predictable, and symptoms can occur either with medium or long periods of latency before onset. Low-frequency, unpredictable reactions, either immune-mediated hypersensitivity or individual, typically occur on a background of the next incidence of gentle, symptomless, and frequently transient liver injury.

**Prevention**

Avoiding the intake of drugs, that is more than recommended dose of over the counter drugs. Prevention of drug hepatotoxicity before the drug entering into the market which includes increased vigilance during pre-clinical drug development and clinical trials.
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